Dan Dreyfus

Dan Dreyfus is a St. Louis-based professional photographer whose work ranges from fine art to advertising and has been featured in numerous national and international publications. His first book, Reflections of Shaker Spirit, won national awards. Dan’s second book, Morning Glories, was completed in 2015 and his recent book, Stillness In Light and Shadow was released in the fall of 2020.

Over the past 35 years, Dan has operated his commercial photography business, Dreyfus + Associates Photography, Inc. out of a historic building in midtown St. Louis. Clients include advertising agencies, corporations, design firms, hospitals, foundations, universities and not-for-profit organizations. In addition to working throughout the United States, his work has
taken him to South America, Europe, and in May of 2014, to China. Dan was one of ten American photographers invited by the Nanjing Photographic Association in association with the Sister Cities exchange program, and the International Photography Hall of Fame and Museum (IPHF), to participate in a trip to China where their photography was exhibited in the Nanjing Hall of Science. Dan is also an adjunct professor of photography at Webster University and is the founder of Light + Discovery Photo Workshops.

“I’ve taken a ton of random photography classes and workshops over the years and Dan is the best teacher I’ve had. Dan is humble and kind, which makes it very easy to be open and honest in his workshops.”